
Engaging students with careers: 
in a NEW DIMENSION 

At Launch Your Career we share  the desire  Careers professionals have to engage  young learners with their future!

Try now as online quiz at LaunchYourCareer.com



Speakers and take-aways

✓VIR can open up, start and continue meaningful career conversations for students and careers advisors 

✓VR in the home: virtual reality can be accessible to send home to parents to extend the careers talk 

✓Understanding personality type can support students overcome stressful situations, or navigate decisions

✓Case studies and Examples 

Yve Parker 
Launch Your Career 

David Hodgson
Writer and Creator of the Buzz Quiz



Launch Your Career 

Launch Your Career is a transformational career search and 

discovery platform, that uses VIRTUAL REALITY to engage 

and immerse young people on a personalized journey. 

Using Personality Type Theory to personalise the 

experience, and help them understand their personality 

characteristics and what that could mean for their future. 

Supporting Educators & Career Advisors to continue the career 

conversations, profile students on a mass level, collating data 

relating to the world of work, and exposing students to LMI 

data, career related video, sectors of work PLUS MUCH 

MORE. 

Overview



Your Spirit Animal 

SEA ANIMALS CATSBEARS BIRDS

• Eagle ENTJ

• Falcon ENTP

• Tawny Owl INTP

• Barn Owl INTJ

• Dolphin ENFJ

• Seahorse INFJ

• Seal INFP

• Clownfish  ENFP

• Lion ESFP

• Panther ESTP

• Tiger ISTP

• Cat ISFP

• Polar Bear ISTJ

• Koala ISFJ

• Panda ESFJ

• Black Bear ESTJ



What do you bring to your Year Group?

BIRDS NT
Strengths: Curious, competitive, lift 
everyone, ingenious.
Stressed when: Not being good enough, 
feeling disrespected by peers and adults.

CATS SP
Strengths: Flexible, spontaneous, 
adaptable.
Stressed when: Boredom and 
containment.

SEA ANIMALS NF
Strengths: Co-operative, caring and 
creative.
Stressed when: Negative, owning the 
world’s problems, lack of a positive future.

BEARS SJ 
Strengths: Diligent, hard-working, 
determined and focused.
Stressed when: Plans disrupted. Coping 
with change and uncertainty.



Mission & Values
Launch Your Career sets out to inspire young learners, 

presenting opportunities through a personalised journey to their 

future. Once on their chosen path, we strive to guide, support, 

measure and grow each individual providing resource to engage, 

thrill and inspire - all from one place. 

Working closely with career professionals Launch Your Career 

sets out to bring together Education, Industry and Providers to 

create a valuable career ecosystem. 

Most importantly, Launch Your Career is designed for the young 

learner and is shaped to capture their imagination using Virtual 

Reality,  pushing the boundaries of what has always traditionally 

been done and engaging their minds for a positive output. 

Value 1: The young learner will always be at the heart of 

what we do.

Value 2: Digital innovation and engaging technology will 

drive the experiences we create. 

Value 3: We understand and endorse the value of career 

professionals. Our product will always attempt to support 

their needs and we will constantly progress our thinking to 

make things easier for them to deliver career guidance 

effectively. 

Value 4: We will never stop improving our platforms and 

experiences and your input is vital to our success. 



The GEN Z cohort

We 2020-2021 has really taught us the stark importance of the Digital World - BUT our 

Gen Z’s have never distinguished between the two worlds! 

Young Learners are used to transitioning between DIGITAL and REAL worlds &  

demand experiences that  support their ‘personal quest’ for meaningful connections 

and greater outputs.

YOUR STUDENTS are DIGITALLY NATIVE and are known as GEN Z’s

They have never experienced life without the Internet or mobile devices, they crave 

meaningful interactions, and due to technology available at their fingertips, have a 

short attention span in which to make an impression. 

SO HOW DO YOU CONNECT WITH GEN Z’S?



What is a good career? 

The Three Things  I’ve learned:

Connection

Harvard Longevity Study,  Happy Nuns, Mice healing.

Meaning and purpose

Discover and apply your unique set of strengths to make a positive impact in the 

world. 

Enjoy the journey

It’s he climb not the summit, experiences over possessions.



Careers Conversations 

• Gen Z’s are searching for ways to connect & are collectors of 

‘experiences’ that they can share with their circle

• They are advocates of ‘PERSONALISED’ experience and in their ‘down 

time’ spend hours in virtual worlds inside games like Fortnite, Animal 

crossing, Minecraft etc where they can create their own worlds and 

experiences and connect with their peers

• This is a difficult generation to penetrate because they already have 

so much at their fingertips, and can access so much information at 

the touch of a button – so HOW do we open their minds to thinking 

about CAREERS? 



Greenwood Academy 

Launch Your Career worked with Greenwood Academy during the 

pandemic, to support the Careers team engaging their young 

learners in careers guidance.

The school already had great careers provisions in place with an 

outsourced weekly careers advisor and a Careers Lead in school -

but wanted to do something different that would really inspire 

their students. 

Working together we launched our LIVE CASE STUDY with 

Greenwood and AET academies, aimed at re-engaging students 

through the pandemic with vital careers exploration. 

The School: Greenwood Academy, Birmingham 

The Case Study: Can we increase engagement in careers 

guidance, and inspire young people to feel informed and 

confident when making decisions about their future? 

The Challenges : Imminent lockdowns, disengaged and 

confused students, school and staff time and resource. 

The Outcomes: A rise of 147% engagement with careers, 

and over 200 students through the process in a month with 

84% of them feeling more confident and at ease. 



Hear what the 
STUDENTS think





And what the 
TEACHERS think



Launch Your Career



Are we currently reaching 
GEN Z’s for careers?

A recent Launch Your Career Report shows:

• 78% of secondary students are worried about making the right career choice

• 70% say they do not know  or are unsure about what they want to do for a career

• Nearly 1/5th of those students said that they hadn’t received ANY careers advice 

since the start of lockdown

• 47% of students said any careers advice they received has not been personalised 

to them

• According to those students, the top ways careers guidance could be improved 
includes being able to see which careers suit their interests and personality (48%)

*Launch Your Career survey with Marketiers. March 2021



Source of Energy
Who is more likely to be told off in class?

Eddy

I think out loud
I prefer variety and action
I like to act quickly
I’m a good talker
I like to give my opinion

Donkey
Homer Simpson

Ian

I think before I speak
I prefer quiet
I like to be careful
I’m a good listener
I keep my thoughts to myself

Shrek
Marge Simpson



More than VIRTUAL REALITY!

The Launch Your Career personality quiz, is more than just a quiz! 

• With the help of careers adviser, writer, public speaker and trainer of over 30 years -

David Hodgson (creator of the Buzz Quiz) has specifically adapted his ‘Buzz Quiz’ for 

Launch Your Career.

• The quiz builds on Personality Type and careers theories, positive psychology and 

neuroscience without the jargon, and specifically for young people to understand. 

• Launch Your Career has been tested on thousands of young people AND careers 

advisors and educators and we continue to test through focus groups and case studies 

as the product evolves. 

• Combined with our gamified interactive content we are revolutionising career led 

learning, bringing a traditional and overlooked subject to LIFE!

• Available as a VR experience or an online quiz at LaunchYourCareer.com



Career Selection 

• Careers Adviser 30%

• Primary Teacher 26%

• Business Administration 20%

• Medical Student 18%

• Alternative Therapies 18%

• Scene of Crime Officer x%

Koala (ISFJ) 13%

• Actor/Performer 2%

• Sales Representative 2%

• Buyer 3%

• Politician 3%

I= one to one, detail              F= for people 

S= real world service J= organised



Career and Personality?

Course Birds (9) Sea Animals (14) Cats (27) Bears (50)

Medical 
Therapies

17 48 7 28

Law 42 17 11 30



Bears
• Like hands on, data, figures, 

checklists, clear instructions, 
deadlines, manuals, specific 
answers, to observe & 
imitate.

Birds
• Like analysing, theories, 

knowledge, hypothesising, 
debating, puzzles, tests, 
evaluating, researching.

Tasks that help us learn better

Cats
• Like problem solving, 

investigation, choice, risks, 
options, games, challenges, 
projects, skill development.

Sea Animals
• Like fantasy, humour, 

games, discussion, drama, 
role-play, self-expression, 
emotions, subjectivity. 



Career Selection 

• Journalism 21%

• Psychologist 18%

• Actor/Performer 18%

• Alternative Therapies 16%

• Teaching 12%

Clownfish (ENFP) 6%

• Air Traffic Controller 1%

• Farmer 1%

• Retail Manager 2%

• Armed Services 2%

• Uniformed Services 2%

N= ideas                    S= practical service  

F= for people T= for task



Thank You.

It’s awesome that you’ve taken the time to see what we’re about. If you like, you can 

keep up to date with what’s going on in our world by visiting us digitally on the

platforms below. Bye for now!

www.launchyourcareer.com

facebook.com/launchyourcareer

@launchyourcareers twitter.com/launchyourcareer


